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This paper reports experimental studies of cellular flame instabilities in the case of an expanding
two-phase spherical flame under microgravity conditions. The presence o d fuel droplets leads
to the triggering of those instabilities on the flame surface (cracks or cellular) which have an ex-
tensive impact on flame behavior, such as propagation speed and morphology. The main focus is to
figure out the interaction of the droplets with the propagating flame. A high-speed shadowgraphy
technique is used along with a specific segmentation posttreatment to obtain quantitative access to
the flame propagation and morphology. In a second time, CH* chemiluminescence is used concur-
rently with high-speed interferometric laser imaging for droplet sizing or planar Mie scattering for
a simultaneous characterization of the flame structure and aerosol properties. By a comparison with
equivalent gaseous flames, the impact of the two-phase configuration is assessed. In addition, this
study proposes a quantitative analysis of the cell size distribution over the flame propagation. It is
finally shown that the size of the cells is not directly correlated with the droplet interdistance, which
indicates that the droplets only act as a trigger for the development of the instabilities.

KEYWORDS: aerosol �ame, two-phase combustion, cellular instabilities, cellular wavelength,Y
flame morphology

1. INTRODUCTION

Spray combustion is widely used in practical applications of energy conversion such as rocket,
turbofan, and diesel engines as well as industrial furnaces. The presence of droplets in the mix-
ture has a large impact on the combustion process and introduces many complex phenomena,
such as vaporization, fluid dynamics, and heterogeneous combustion. It is well known that the
flame propagation speed may be dramatically enhanced in two-phase combustion (Atzler, 1999;
Nomura et al., 1998). Indeed, it is currently admitted that this phenomenon is related to the in-
crease of the flame area due to the wrinkling caused by instabilities on the flame surface (Hayashi
et al., 1977). Moreover, it has been demonstrated (Lawes et al., 2002) that aerosol flames become
unstable earlier than gaseous flames. This result has also been confirmed for ethanol two-phase
flames (Thimothée et al., 2015). It has been suggested that the main phenomenon causing the
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instability in two-phase combustion is the fact that droplets may act as obstacles to the prop-
agation of the flame (Thimothée et al., 2016), as they create a locally high gradient of fuel
concentration while evaporating. This phenomenon is then directly correlated with the topology
of the instabilities (Thimothée, 2017; Thimothée et al., 2017).

It is necessary to predict both the onset and development of instabilities for two-phase mix-
ture combustion, as a faster burning rate is either an advantage, such as for engines, or a hazard in
an industrial context. This study offers a quantitative experimental investigation of the morphol-
ogy of unstable two-phase flames. The link between the flame morphology and the properties
of fuel aerosol is also investigated. In addition, the pertinence of the use of shadowgraphy in
quantitative instability studies is assessed by comparing its results with those of CH* chemilu-
minescence method.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Experiments are conducted in a pressure-release-type dual chamber which is adequate for aircraft-
related safety requirements (cf. Fig. 1). It consists of a 1 L spherical combustion chamber which
is inserted in an 11 L high-pressure chamber. The inner and the outer chambers are filled si-
multaneously with the flammable mixture and nitrogen, respectively. The flammable mixture is
composed of gaseous ethanol diluted in synthetic air (80% N2, 20% O2).

The fuel aerosol is generated by the Wilson cloud chamber method (Wilson, 1951). The
inner chamber is connected by a valve to a 2.5 L expansion vessel which is initially vacuumed.
The opening of the valve induces a pressure drop in the combustion chamber, which induces
a temperature drop. When the partial pressure of ethanol becomes greater than the saturation
pressure, it starts to condense into a cloud of droplets. The mixture is finally ignited at the center
of the vessel by using two tungsten electrodes. The granulometry of the aerosol (droplet size
and interdistance) is controlled by the thermodynamic parameters of the experiment: the initial

FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus
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pressure P i , the total equivalence ratio φ , the pressure drop ∆ P , and the pressure drop duration
tfall .

Eight evacuation valves are placed around the combustion chamber to release the pressure
into the high-pressure chamber during the combustion. As the volume ratio between the outer
and inner chambers is 10:1, the pressure rise is greatly reduced. In addition, the dilution in
nitrogen ensures the nonpropagation of the flame in the outer chamber.

Experiments conducted in terrestrial gravity are characterized by the sedimentation of the
droplets. Indeed, the fall of the droplets at their terminal velocity, which depends on the droplet
radius, causes their stratification in the combustion chamber. In order to avoid this effect, exper-
iments are carried out under microgravity conditions obtained during parabolic flights on board
the National Center for Space Studies Airbus A310 ZERO-G. Periods of 22 s of weightlessness
condition under 10− 2 g are achieved during those flights.

Both chambers are equipped with aligned transparent windows to allow optical access. In
addition, a laser device (Coherent Verdi) emitting at 532 nm is used to create a thin laser sheet
at the center of the combustion chamber. Two diagnostics are used to characterize the aerosol
prior to ignition. First, planar Mie scattering is employed to have access to the position, to the
interdistance distribution a of the droplets, and to the mean interdistance amean . A high-speed
camera (Phantom v1210) is focused on the laser sheet and receives the light scattered by the fuel
droplets (Fig. 2).

Second, droplet size is evaluated by the interferometric laser imaging for droplet sizing
(ILIDS) technique. By defocusing the camera (Phantom v1210), an interference fringe pattern
is obtained for each droplet present inside the laser sheet (Fig. 3). The number of fringes on the
pattern is proportional to the geometrical diameter of the droplet, with a coefficient depending
on the geometry of the system [Eq. (1)] (Lemaitre et al., 2007; Mounaim-Rousselle and Pajot,
1999).

ddroplet = N f ringe ×
2λ
α

cos(θ/ 2) +
m sin(θ/ 2)

m2 − 2m cos(θ/ 2) + 1

− 1

(1)

with ddroplet the droplet diameter, N f ringe the number of fringe on the image, θ the scattering
angle (here 90°), α the collecting angle, λ the laser wavelength, and m the refractive index of the

FIG. 2: Planar Mie scattering raw image and extracted droplet interdistance distribution
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FIG. 3: ILIDS raw image and extracted droplet size distribution

liquid. With the setup used, the obtained resolution is 1.8 µm/fringe. For dense aerosols, some
overlapping of the fringe patterns can be observed on the images. However, it is assumed that the
droplet size distribution is not affected by this effect. Indeed, the diameter of the circular patterns
is only dependent on the optical setup and not on the droplet size. Moreover, this method is not
used to compute the aerosol droplet density, for which fringe pattern overlapping could have a
large impact.

The combustion is monitored by several diagnostics. First, a shadowgraphy system is used
to visualize the time evolution of the morphology of the flame surface, as the instabilities appear
luminous in the same way as the flame front. The flame is back-illuminated thanks to a laser-
driven light source (Energetiq LDLS) and its time evolution is recorded by a high-speed camera
(Phantom v1611). As this method requires two optical accesses, it cannot be simultaneously
used with another diagnostic.

The second diagnostic is the chemiluminescence visualization of the flame (Bradley et al.,
2000). In contrast to the shadow method, this technique uses the light emission produced by
the flame. The CH* radical is a reliable tracker of the flame reaction zone and emits light at
430 nm. The continuous emission spectrum of the flame is filtered with an interference filter
in order to uphold only this wavelength (Kojima et al., 2000). The intensity of the light once
filtered is particularly low, therefore a light intensifier (LaVision High-Speed IRO) is coupled to
the high-speed camera (Phantom v1611). The depth of field of the optical system is relatively
narrow (i.e., 1 cm). Thus, by focusing the camera on the forward hemisphere, it is certain that
all the morphology seen is located at its surface because the details of the other hemisphere will
be blurred on the image. Because of configuration constrains, the setup can use the following
combination of simultaneous optical diagnostics:

• chemiluminescence + planar Mie scattering

• chemiluminescence + ILIDS

• planar Mie scattering + ILIDS

• shadowgraphy

Atomization and Sprays
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More details about the experimental apparatus and the diagnostic setup can be found in
previous publications (Thimothée, 2017; Thimothée et al., 2016).

3. IMAGE POSTPROCESSING

In order to study the morphology of unstable flames, cells present on the flame surface must be
identified and segmented on raw shadowgraphy images (Fig. 4). The specific postprocessing of
those images consists of the following sequence:

1. Image processing and segmentation. A top-hat filter is used to highlight ridges on the
image. Then, an anisotropic nonlinear Perona-Malik diffusion (Perona and Malik, 1990)
cleans the image. Next, an H-minima transform removes the smallest and nonsignificant
local minima. The cell population is finally segmented by a watershed algorithm (Meyer,
1994).

2. Tracking. The watershed algorithm returns the cells in an arbitrary order. Thus, individual
cells must be tracked between images in order to follow their evolution over time. The
selected algorithm uses a method based on a metric optimization. This metric is based on
the overlap of the cells between two images, on the distance between their centroid, and
on the difference of their size (Chalfoun et al., 2009).

3. Projection correction. By recording the flame on the camera sensor, the flame is projected
from a three-dimensional geometry to a two-dimensional plane. Therefore, the geometri-
cal information measured on the image must be corrected. However, as the amplitude of
the cells is small and cannot be measured experimentally with our setup, it is then assumed
that the flame is spherical. The surface element is corrected as follows, with r being the
distance from the center of the flame and the element on the recorded image and R f being
the radius of the flame.

dS real =
1

1 − r 2/R 2
f

dS recorded (2)

FIG. 4: Raw and fully segmented shadowgraphy image
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The characteristic distances are recalculated by the Haversine formula, with Φ and λ being,
respectively, the latitude and the longitude (Sinnott, 1984).

∆ d = 2R f arcsin sin2 ∆Φ
2

+ cosΦ1 cosΦ2 sin2 ∆ λ
2

(3)

4. COMPARISON OF SHADOWGRAPHY AND CHEMILUMINESCENCE

In order to be consistent with other studies, this paper uses the notation used by the linear mod-
elling of gaseous flame instabilities (Addabbo et al., 2002; Bechtold and Matalon, 1987). The
flame size is described by a dimensionless Peclet number [Eq. (4)], given by the ratio of the
flame radius R ame to its thickness δL . The flame thickness is calculated numerically for a pre-
mixed unstretched 1D flame with a detailed chemical model (Leplat et al., 2011) and with the
thermal thickness definition (Poinsot and Veynante, 2005; Spalding, 1955)

Pe =
R ame

δL
, δL =

Tburn − Tunburn

(dT / dx )max
(4)

The size of the instability cells is described by a dimensionless wavenumber given by the ra-
tio of the flame perimeter to the wavelength of the cell (Beeckmann et al., 2017). The equivalent
major axis acell is chosen as the experimental value of the wavelength [Eq. (5)]. Thus, the small
cells have a high wavenumber and the large cells a small one.

n =
L ame

L cel l
=

2πR ame

acel l
(5)

The linear stability analysis describes the onset and the development of cellular instabilities.
The growing rate of a disturbance of wavenumber n on the surface of a spherical expanding
flame is described by

1
A

dA
dt

=
Ṙ
R

ω −
δL
R

Ω

Ω = Ω 1 + Ze
Lee − 1
σ − 1

Ω2 + PrΩ3

(6)

where A is the amplitude of the instability, ω a coefficient corresponding to Darrieus-Landau
(hydrodynamic) instability, Ze the Zeldovich number, Lee the effective Lewis number, σ =
Tb/T u the thermal expansion ratio, and Pr the Prandtl number. Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3 correspond,
respectively, to thermal, molecular, and viscous diffusions. Both ω and Ω depend only on n, σ,
and on a profile of the thermal conductivity through the flame.

The onset of instability can occur only if the growth rate of at least a wavenumber is positive.
Therefore, all stable cells are characterized by

ω (n)
Ω(n)

> Pe (7)

This analysis produces stability curves as shown in Fig. 5, with the reasonable assumption
that for the thermal conductivity λ T 1/ 2 (Beeckmann et al., 2017). The dot-dashed line repre-
sents the boundary between stable (on the left) and unstable flames (on the right). The leftmost
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FIG. 5: Peninsula of unstable modes for a gaseous equivalent to condition 3 (P igni = 0.33 MPa, φ = 1.4)

point on the stability curve corresponds to the onset of instability and is characterized by its crit-
ical Peclet number Pec . All cells present on the unstable flame surface are located on the right
of the stability curve, with the smallest cells being toward the upper branch of the curve and the
biggest toward the lower branch.

Table 1 exhibits the experimental conditions used for this study, numbered from 1 to 6. The
computed physical parameters used to compute the linear stability analysis are also explicit.

Shadowgraphy and chemiluminescence differ in a fundamental way (cf. Fig. 6). Shadowgra-
phy is sensitive to the second derivative of the gas refractive index m, so to the second derivative
of the temperature as m T for an ideal gas. The CH* chemiluminescence is sensitive to the
emission created by the deexcitation of the CH* radical in the reaction zone. In our case, we
take advantage of the fact that this signal is notably affected by the local curvature of the flame.
The boundary between cells being highly negatively curved, chemiluminescence is a good indi-
cator of the flame morphology. In addition, for the shadowgraphy, the light emitted by the light
source is deviated by each flame front, so twice. This may introduce a superposition or at least a
distortion of the instability pattern.

TABLE 1: Experimental conditions and parameters used during this study. Flame parameters
are calculated numerically with the Leplat mechanism

Condition Pigni φ ∆ P Tigni amean SMD δL σ thermal Ze Lee Pr
(MPa) (MPa) (K) (mm) (µm) (mm)

1 0.25 1.2 0.15 337 0.527 ± 0.05 9.8 ± 0.9 0.21 7.0 7.833 1.12 0.76
2 0.33 1.3 0.12 341 0.596 ± 0.05 8.3 ± 0.9 0.19 6.9 9.187 1.10 0.76
3 0.33 1.4 0.12 341 0.538 ± 0.05 8.7 ± 0.9 0.24 6.8 11.03 1.04 0.77
4 0.30 1.1 0.20 339 0.497 ± 0.05 9.9 ± 0.9 0.18 7.1 7.118 1.19 0.76
5 0.30 1.2 0.20 339 0.502 ± 0.05 9.9 ± 0.9 0.21 6.9 9.798 1.08 0.76
6 0.34 1.0 0.25 335 0.468 ± 0.05 9.6 ± 0.9 0.18 7.1 9.092 1.31 0.75

Volume x, Issue x, 2018
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FIG. 6: Comparison of (left) shadowgraphy and (right) CH* chemiluminescence for two equivalent flames
and at a radius of 13.5 mm (P igni = 0.25 MPa, φ = 1.2, ∆P = 0.15 MPa)

To evaluate this, we use the CH* chemiluminescence as the reference, the light emitted by
the flame being influenced only by the flame front which emitted it.

Figure 7 compares the results of the segmentation for two different mixtures at an equiva-
lence ratio of 1.3 (a) and 1.4 (b). For clarity, only the envelope of the cell population is shown.
In order to have a statistically meaningful database, each condition has been repeated five times
for shadowgraphy (dots) and 10 times for chemiluminescence (stars). From shadowgraphy mea-
surements, the black dashed lines show the ± 2 standard deviation of the mean of the maximal
wavenumber. As its distribution is unimodal, the Vysochanskii-Petunin inequality (Pukelsheim,
1994) states that at least 89% of the wavenumbers should be located between these lines. How-
ever, only 31% (a) and 25% (b) of the cells detected by CH* chemiluminescence are within
those bounds. Therefore, it is shown that this cells detection by shadowgraphy overestimates the
minimal size of the cells. However, the sizes of the largest cells are similar between these two
methods.

The superposition on shadowgraphy images has an impact on the measured distributions
of cell size, as presented in Fig. 8 for two particular Peclet numbers. As observed before, the
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FIG. 7: Comparison of the envelope of the cell size distribution between (dots) shadowgraphy and (stars)
CH* chemiluminescence for conditions 2 and 3
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FIG. 8: Comparison of the cell size distribution between shadowgraphy and CH* chemiluminescence for
conditions 2 and 3 at Pe = 107 and 93, respectively
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envelopes obtained by chemiluminescence are sharper than those obtained by shadowgraphy.
However, the peak of the distribution seems to be similar between those methods.

5. AEROSOL FLAME INSTABILITY

As stated earlier (Bradley et al., 2014), the presence of fuel droplets in the mixture has a large
impact on the stability of the flame. Figure 9 illustrates the difference between two-phase flames
and the linear model of their gaseous equivalent. The temperature differs between experiments
due to the variation of pressure drop used to condense the ethanol. However, the initial tempera-
ture prior to ignition has a negligible impact on the critical Peclet number (Sun et al., 2012).

FIG. 9: Comparison of instability wavenumber envelope for experimental two-phase flame and its gaseous
theoretical equivalent for conditions 2 and 3

Atomization and Sprays
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Both two-phase and gaseous unstable flames exhibit the same trend. Indeed, the instability
region is similarly contained in a peninsula with a linear trend over high wavenumbers and with
a nearly constant pattern for low wavenumbers. In terms of cell size, the largest cells tend to
have a constant size in units of flame perimeter while the smallest cells are increasingly smaller
when the flame propagates.

Two main dissimilarities appear. First, and as expected from literature, the critical Peclet
number is much smaller for two-phase flames than for gaseous flames. It corresponds to an ear-
lier apparition of instabilities during the flame propagation. Second, the slope of the maximal
wavenumber is higher for two-phase flames. It means that smaller cells appear earlier after the
onset of instabilities compared to the linear model, the slope being increased by a factor be-
tween 5.6 and 7.0 in our experimental conditions. However, it should be noted that, according to
Matalon (2005), this model drastically underestimates the slope of those high wavenumbers but
estimates correctly the critical Peclet number. Another study (Law et al., 2005) has confirmed a
correct evaluation of the critical Peclet number by the linear model for hydrogen flames. Thus, a
peculiar attention has to be paid while interpreting the slope modification for high wavenumbers.

It is interesting to note that the model used to describe the instability peninsula for gaseous
flames (Addabbo et al., 2002) cannot be directly fitted to the two-phase experimental data by
varying the parameters σ, Lee� , Ze, and Pr. This indicates that the presence of droplets in
the mixture does not only vary the physical parameters but also modifies the physics of the
combustion.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of cell wavenumbers during the flame propagation. The
boundaries of the peninsula correspond to the curves previously shown in Fig. 9. For a constant
Peclet number, the cell wavenumber distribution is asymmetric and positively skewed (positive
third normalized moment). The skewness varies between 0.5 and 1.2. Therefore, the mode of the
population, i.e., its most representative size, is located toward the lower wavenumbers (larger
cells).

The location of this mode can be approximated by Eq. (8) in the (Pe, n) space.

mode(ncell ) = max( ncell ) = γ 1(Pe − Pec ) γ 2 + nc (8)

Table 2 shows the result obtained by fitting Eq. 8 to our experimental data. The exponent γ 2
varies widely from 0.6 to 2.2 in the experimental conditions. This implies a wide behavior for
the characteristic size of the cell. It may either stay close to the largest cells (γ 2 < 1) or move
toward the smallest cells (γ 2 > 1).

It should also be noted that the wavenumbers corresponding to the droplet interdistance
ndroplet = 2πR �ame /a droplet are 2–5 times higher than maximal wavenumbers and 8–15 times
higher than the mode wavenumbers. It indicates that the droplets only act as a trigger to the
development of the instabilities. The development of the instability is then driven by the intrinsic
gaseous instability of the flame (hydrodynamic and thermodiffusive instabilities). This confirms
the results obtained in previous studies (Nicoli et al., 2017; Thimothée, 2017). In practice, for
aerosol combustion, the droplet interdistance has an obvious effect on the flame morphology
[Fig. IV.6 in Nassouri (2014)]; however, this phenomenon might be caused by the continuous
triggering of the instabilities by the cloud of droplets.

The development of each individual cell can be monitored during the propagation of the
flame. In order to track the evolution of each individual cell surface over time and regarding
of its size, we define a surface increase rate per unit of surface. This definition corresponds to
K A = 1/A cell dA cell / dt, which coincides with the stretch of the cell surface.
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FIG. 10: Distribution of cell wavenumbers during the flame propagation

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the cell stretch during the flame propagation. Some negative
values are not shown in the figure due to the semilog scale and correspond to the split of some
cells during the flame propagation. The cell stretch distribution is spread out over a wide range of
values. It indicates that the cell growth is highly variable within the population. However, there
is no direct relationship between the cell size and its stretch. Indeed, the correlation coefficient
between those values is no higher than 0.08 for the present experimental conditions. It may
indicate that the growth speed is either chaotic or dependent on other parameters, such as the
neighboring cells or the amplitude of the instability.
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TABLE 2: Results of the fit of Eq. (8) for the mode of
the cell size distribution

Condition γ 1 γ 2 n c Pec Fit r2

1 0.17 1.1 1.7 13 0.95
2 0.019 1.6 2.4 14 0.92
3 0.0012 2.2 3.9 11 0.90
4 0.32 0.88 2.1 16 0.69
5 0.55 0.89 1.5 13 0.92
6 1.3 0.58 0.95 16 0.74

FIG. 11: Evolution of flame and cell stretch during the propagation of the flame for the condition 2

6. CONCLUSION

This work takes place in the framework of the experimental study of the interaction between
flames and fuel aerosols. The developed experimental apparatus focuses on two-phase spherical
expanding flames and relies on high-speed optical diagnostics. It has been previously shown that
the flame speed and the flame stability can be dramatically modified for a two-phase flame, in
comparison to an equivalent gaseous flame. In addition, it was demonstrated that this instability
enhancement is caused by the high local gradient of density of equivalence ratio.

In this study, the morphology of unstable ethanol two-phase flame has been described and
quantified experimentally by CH* chemiluminescence and shadowgraphy. In addition, the differ-
ences between those methods have been assessed. It has been shown that those two diagnostics
do not produce the same result on the bounduaries of the cell size distribution, especially for the
small cells. However, the peak of the distribution is similar for the two diagnostics. In addition,
by a comparison with a linear model of unstable gaseous flames, it has been demonstrated that
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the presence of fuel droplets in the mixtures has a large impact on the flame morphology. In-
deed, they induce an earlier triggering of the instabilities and tend to modify the distribution of
cell size at the flame surface. Moreover, the characteristic size of the cells can be represented
by a power law in the (Pe, n) space. However, the growth rate of each individual cell is heavily
scattered and is not related to the cell size. Finally, the cell size is not directly correlated with the
droplet interdistance. This indicates that the droplets act only as a trigger for the development of
the instabilities, which are then driven by the intrinsic gaseous flame instabilities.
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